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↑Time to degree could mean...
↑publications
  Time from submission to publication varies by discipline
  Co-authorship and collaboration culture
  Competitiveness on job market
despite few postdoc opportunities
Graduate student metrics

↑Time to degree could mean...

↑interdisciplinarity
  Psycholinguistics → linguistics curriculum + statistics + programming +
  cognitive science / psychology coursework
  Linguistics BA vs. not

↑fieldwork
  Field linguistics → >1 year on research leave
    Can’t use UO resources but counts for TTD

↑under-represented populations
Alternatives

- Peer-reviewed publications
  - Normalized by T/P expectations for a faculty member?
- Conference presentations per year
  - Higher weight to more selective conferences (% acceptance)?
- Before *and* after degree completion
- Degree-appropriate employment
  - For linguists, often outside of US
- Diversity
  - Domestic and international